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Ward: KITCHISSIPPI (15)

File Number: ACS2015-PAI-PGM-0050

SUBJECT:

Designation of the Champlain Oil Company Service Station, 70
Richmond Road, under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act

OBJET:

Désignation de la station-service de la Champlain Oil Company,
située au 70, chemin Richmond, aux termes de la partie IV de la Loi
sur le patrimoine de l’Ontario

REPORT RECOMMENDATION
That the Built Heritage Sub-Committee recommend that Planning Committee
recommend Council issue a Notice of Intention to designate 70 Richmond Road
under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act according to the Statement of Cultural
Heritage Value, attached as Document 5.
RECOMMANDATION DU RAPPORT
Que le Sous-comité du patrimoine bâti recommande au Comité de l’urbanisme de
recommander à son tour au Conseil de publier un avis d’intention de désigner la
propriété située au 70, chemin Richmond, aux termes de la partie IV de la Loi sur
le patrimoine de l’Ontario, conformément à la déclaration de valeur sur le plan du
patrimoine culturel faisant l’objet du document 5.
BACKGROUND
The former Champlain Oil Company Service Station is located at 70 Richmond Road, at
the southwest corner of Richmond Road and Island Park Drive. The building is currently
vacant and the Planning and Growth Management Department has initiated the
designation process in response to community interest as the building has cultural
heritage value and meets the criteria for designation under Part IV of the Ontario
Heritage Act.
This report has been prepared as all Part IV designations require the approval of City
Council.
DISCUSSION
The Official Plan, the Provincial Policy Statement and the Ontario Heritage Act all
provide policy direction related to the designation of individual properties under Part IV
of the Ontario Heritage Act.
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Official Plan
The Official Plan has policies related to heritage in Cultural Heritage Resources,
Section 2.5.5. The following policy provides for the identification and designation of
individual buildings under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act:
2.5.5.2 Individual buildings, structures and cultural heritage landscapes will be
designated as properties of cultural heritage value under Part IV of the Ontario
Heritage Act.
Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Section 2.6.1 of the Provincial Policy Statement (2014) contains the following policy
regarding the protection of cultural heritage resources: “significant built heritage
resources and significant cultural heritage landscapes shall be conserved.”
Ontario Heritage Act
Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act provides municipalities with the authority to
designate properties of cultural heritage value. Section 29 (4) of the Ontario Heritage
Act sets out the process for designation of individual buildings. It requires that Council
consult with its municipal heritage committee and that the official notice served on the
owner shall contain a description of the property and a statement explaining the cultural
heritage value or interest of the property and a description of the heritage attributes of
the property. The Notice of Intention to Designate must also be published in a
newspaper having general circulation in the community. The proposed Statement of
Cultural Heritage Value for the Champlain Oil Company Service Station is included as
Document 5.
Ontario Regulation 09/06
Regulation 09/06 (see Document 3) sets out criteria for designation under Part IV of the
Ontario Heritage Act. It states that:
A property may be designated under Section 29 of the Ontario Heritage Act if it
meets one or more of the following criteria for determining whether it is of cultural
heritage value or interest. These criteria are organized into three groups; design
or physical value, historical or associative value and contextual value.
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Design or Physical Value
The Champlain Oil Company Service Station is a good, rare example of a 1930s service
station, many of which were designed to evoke other building types such as castles or
houses. This building resembles an English cottage with its steeply pitched gable roof,
its round arched doors and windows, and twin chimneys.
Historical Value
The building, constructed in 1934, is associated with the trend of private automobile
ownership in the early 20th century. In the early years of the private automobile, gas was
purchased by the can, often from the blacksmith’s shop or a hardware store but, by the
1920s, the rapid increase in car ownership prompted the construction of service stations
devoted solely to selling gasoline and servicing automobiles. The first full service gas
station was constructed in the United States in 1913.
Contextual Value
The Champlain Oil Company Service Station is located on Richmond Road, which
played an integral role in the development of the small rural villages west of the city. As
the main highway into Ottawa, many service stations were located along Richmond
Road and this building serves as a reminder of the historical importance of Richmond
Road to the development of Ottawa.
Conclusion
The former Champlain Oil Company Service Station, 70 Richmond Road, meets all
three of the criteria of Ontario Regulation 09/06. It has design value as a rare example
of a 1930s service station, historical value for its association with the growth in private
car ownership in the early 20th century, and it has contextual value for its location on
Richmond Road. For these reasons, the Department recommends the issuance of a
Notice of Intention to Designate under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act.
RURAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no rural implications associated with this report.
CONSULTATION
The property owner is aware of the proposed designation.
Heritage Ottawa was notified of the proposed designation and provided the following
comment:
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Heritage Ottawa supports the designation of 70 Richmond Road and is pleased
to see the preservation of this part of the history of west-end Ottawa.
COMMENTS BY THE WARD COUNCILLOR
Councillor Leiper provided the following comments:
“It would be a full year after construction of the Champlain Oil Products service station
in 1934 before thirsty travelers would be able to pause for a root beer at the Carleton
Tavern, celebrating this year its 80th anniversary in Kitchissippi ward. In 1934,
automobiles were just beginning to become mainstream. An entirely new business was
emerging: the gas station.
Were that we could turn back the clock.
The evolution of city planning to accommodate private vehicle use is well-documented
worldwide, as are the associated challenges. Parking, pedestrian and cycling safety, the
distance of work from play from residence, and environmental considerations are
foremost in our minds as we seek to build sustainable, livable cities. There are few
urban problems that don't have, at their root, the fundamental problems associated with
cars.
Even as we grapple with these problems, we should not seek to erase entirely the
physical memory of how we got here. Designated and protected at this key intersection,
the building will serve as a physical reminder of our past. In time, as we succeed at
reducing reliance on the private automobile, it will hopefully serve as more than just a
touchstone to Westboro's village history, but also as an important testament to the need
for thoughtful city-building.
Much of the impetus to designate this building is due to the work of city-chronicler and
artist Andrew King, who exhaustively researched the Champlain Oil station for his
Ottawa Citizen column (http://ottawacitizen.com/news/local-news/king-future-looksbleak-for-ottawas-historic-cottage-gas-station). Of the station, King said simply to me
recently,
"It is a classic and rare example of a turning point in Ottawa's history placed at a
gateway to the city"
He wrote for the Citizen: "Built in 1934, it’s an example of the kind of building needed to
dispense gasoline to the then-somewhat new and increasingly popular transportation
device known as the automobile.
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"In the 1920s, curb-side gas pumps downtown were being replaced by drive-in filling
stations in the suburbs as more people began to buy cars and move to the outskirts of
the city. These new gas stations were created by oil companies who wanted their gas
stations to blend into residential neighbourhoods so they built them to resemble the
houses that would surround them.
"Only a few of these cottage gas stations remain in North America, and the United
States recently designated their surviving examples on the National Register of Historic
Places."
He adds,
"After uncovering the fascinating past of this little 1930s cottage gas station I feel we
must try to preserve this valuable piece of Ottawa’s history, not only because these
unique old buildings are disappearing quickly to urban development but because it
survives as a rare example of early gas station architecture.
"A unique and visionary approach to the Island Park station could preserve its history
while addressing the demands of a modern neighbourhood. It is becoming a growing
trend elsewhere to convert old gas stations into restaurants due to their high visibility
and desirable corner locations in established neighbourhoods."
I agree, and am fully supportive of the proposed designation. As staff's Statement of
Cultural Heritage Value makes clear, the station is more than just an architecturally
interesting artifact. It is a symbol of how our city grew, and gives us pause to think about
how we want it to continue to grow.
Below is a sketch created by King of how the station likely looked in its heyday.”
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no legal impediments to adopting the recommendation outlined in this report.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
There are no risk management implications.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no direct financial implications.
ACCESSIBILITY IMPACTS
There are no accessibility impacts.
TERM OF COUNCIL PRIORITIES
This project addresses the following Term of Council Priority:
HC4 – Support arts, heritage and culture.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Document 1 Location Map
Document 2 Photos
Document 3 Ontario Regulation 09/06
Document 4 Heritage Survey and Evaluation Form
Document 5 Statement of Cultural Heritage Value
DISPOSITION
City Clerk and Solicitor Department, Legislative Services, to notify the property owner
and the Ontario Heritage Trust (10 Adelaide Street East, 3rd Floor, Toronto, Ontario,
M5C 1J3) of Council’s decision.
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Document 1 – Location Map
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Document 2 – Photographs

Historic photo, 1949-1950. Courtesy: John Newcomb Collection
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Document 3 – Ontario Regulation 09/06
Ontario Heritage Act ONTARIO REGULATION 9/06
CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING CULTURAL HERITAGE VALUE OR INTEREST
Consolidation Period: From January 25, 2006 to the e-Laws currency date.
No amendments.
This is the English version of a bilingual regulation.
Criteria
1. (1) The criteria set out in subsection (2) are prescribed for the purposes of
clause 29 (1) (a) of the Act. O. Reg. 9/06, s. 1 (1).
(2) A property may be designated under section 29 of the Act if it meets one or
more of the following criteria for determining whether it is of cultural heritage value or
interest:
1.

2.

3.

The property has design value or physical value because it,
i.

is a rare, unique, representative or early example of a style, type,
expression, material or construction method,

ii.

displays a high degree of craftsmanship or artistic merit, or

iii.

demonstrates a high degree of technical or scientific achievement.

The property has historical value or associative value because it,
i.

has direct associations with a theme, event, belief, person, activity,
organization or institution that is significant to a community,

ii.

yields, or has the potential to yield, information that contributes to an
understanding of a community or culture, or

iii.

demonstrates or reflects the work or ideas of an architect, artist,
builder, designer or theorist who is significant to a community.

The property has contextual value because it,
i

is important in defining, maintaining or supporting the character of an
area,
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ii.

is physically, functionally, visually or historically linked to its
surroundings, or

iii.

is a landmark. O. Reg. 9/06, s. 1 (2).

Transition
2. This Regulation does not apply in respect of a property if notice of intention to
designate it was given under subsection 29 (1.1) of the Act on or before January 24,
2006. O. Reg. 9/06, s. 2.
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Document 4 – Heritage Survey and Evaluation Form
HERITAGE SURVEY AND EVALUATION FORM
Building Name and Address: Champlain Oil Company Service Station, 70 Richmond
Road
Construction Date: 1934
Original Owner: Benzolene Corporation Limited

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING CULTURAL HERITAGE VALUE/ INTEREST
Yes
Design Value

X

Historical Value

X

Contextual Value

X

No

A property may be designated under Section 29 of the
Ontario Heritage Act if it meets one of more of the above
criteria. Ontario Regulation 09/06
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Design or Physical Value

Prepared by: MacKenzie Kimm
Month/Year: August 2014

Architecture
Is the property a rare, unique, representative, or early example of a style, type,
expression, material or construction method?
YES
Constructed in 1934, the former service center at 70 Richmond Road is a small,
irregularly shaped, stucco-clad structure, domestic in scale. Its design is influenced by
cottage architecture with a round arched doorway, generously proportioned, roundheaded windows, with transoms, and twin chimneys. The building has a varied roofline
including a steeply pitched gable roof, a curved roof and a truncated hipped roof with
standing seam metal roofing. The rectangular windows facing the street each have an
overhanging shed roof with brackets. The building consists of three bays; the east
contains the office, the middle is the entrance and the western section houses two
service bays. The middle, entrance bay, a low, curved section with similar windows
forms a link between the commercial portion of the building and the service bays to the
west.
Craftsmanship/Artistic Merit
Does the property display a high degree of
craftsmanship or artistic merit?

YES

The service station at 70 Richmond Road is a simply built, vernacular structure that
evokes the design of a small cottage. Its design reflects the residential character of the
area along this section of Richmond Road at the time of its construction.
Technical/Scientific Merit
Does the property demonstrate a high degree of
technical or scientific achievement?

NO

Summary
The service station at Richmond Road is an interesting example of a pre-Second World
War service station, many of which were designed to evoke other building forms such
as castles or residential buildings.
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Sources
Henderson, Wayne and Scott Benjamin, Gas Stations: Landmarks of the American
Roadside, Osceola: Motorbooks International,1994.
Might , Ottawa City Directories, 1936.
Historical and Associative Value

Prepared by:

Prepared by: MacKenzie Kimm
Date of Construction: 1934

Month/Year:

Historical Associations
Does the property have direct associations with a theme, event, belief, person, activity
organization or institution that is significant to a community?
YES
Development of Service Centres
The gas station is a 20th century building type. In the first decades of the automobile
era, gasoline was usually purchased by the can from the local blacksmith or from
pumps in front of a general store. The first full service gas station was constructed in
Pittsburgh, PA in 1913 and the building type spread rapidly of across North America. By
the late 1920s, the boom in private ownership of automobiles prompted the construction
of service stations solely devoted to selling gasoline and servicing automobiles. City
directories reflect this development showing only 25 gas stations in Ottawa in the
1920s, but by 1935 there were 150. The design of service stations during this period
evolved from make-shift structures to purpose built stations, often evoking other building
forms such as castles, cottages or villas. In the immediate post-war period, most large
oil companies had developed sleek, standard plan structures.
Chronology of 70 Richmond:
City directories first show a gas station at this site in 1936 when a Benzolene
Corporation Ltd service centre is listed, however an advertisement in the Ottawa
Journal from Saturday, June 29th 1934 for the opening of the service at 70 Richmond
suggests that it was constructed that year. By 1936, the ownership had passed to the
Champlain Oil Company and it has had a series of auto-related uses since then.
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The Ottawa Journal, Saturday, June 30, 1934
1934 – Benzolene Corporation Limited
1937 – Champlain Oil Company Service Station
1938 – Rees Robert F- auto garage
1941 – Goddard Reg Service Station
1942 – Champlain Oil Company Service Station
1952 – Champlain Oil Company Service Station./ Mills Phillip Service Station
1949 – Champlain Oil Company Service Station./ Ross Rick Service Station
1951 – Champlain Oil Company Service Station./ McCallan Harvey Service Station
1953 – Champlain Oil Products Limited Service Station / Lamirande Herman Service
Station
1960 – Lamirande Herman Service Station
1961 – Crawford Norton Service Station
1964 – Crawford Bert Service Station
1968 – Nepean Motors Limited
1974 – Nepean Motors Ltd/ Nepean Leasing Ltd. Car Rental
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1981 – Checker of Ottawa Hull
1984 – Heritage Motor Sales
1988/89 – Flag National Leasing
1990 – Heritage Motor Sales
1991 – Vacant
1992 – Marco’s Motor Sales
1996 – Island Park Auto Exchange
1997 – #B AA SuperTire, #A YES Automobiles
1998 – #B AA SuperTire, #2 Pet Experts
1999 – 21st Century Motors/Century Motors Inc
2002 – European Motor Works Inc/Janex Auto Sales
2003 – European Motor Works Inc/ 21st Century Motors Inc
Benzolene Corporation Ltd, the first company listed as occupying the site, was a local
company with several service centers in 1935, at 377 Dalhousie Street, 640 Bank
Street, 120 Elgin Street, the corner of Richmond Road and Island Park, the corner of
Rideau and Wurtemburg Streets and on Sussex Drive. None of these exist today,
however, two contemporaneous service stations do exist, one at 609 Bronson Avenue,
south of the Queensway; and the other at 60 Main Street at Hawthorne Avenue, which
is now Gordon and McGovern Construction (below).

60 Main Street. Source: Google Maps 2012.
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609 Bronson Avenue. Source: Google Maps 2012.
History of Champlain Oil Company
Champlain Oil Company Limited was a Montreal based oil company, founded by
Charles-Emile Trudeau, a self-made businessman and father of former Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau. Trudeau Sr. accumulated a substantial fortune from his business.
Champlain Oil was later sold to Imperial Oil.
Community History
Does the property yield, or have the potential to yield, information that contributes to an
understanding of a community or culture?
YES
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Westboro was originally a small village linked to
Ottawa by the Richmond Road, which was laid
out in 1818 to connect the military settlement at
Richmond with Richmond Landing near the
Chaudiere Falls in Bytown. The road was
integral to the development of the small, rural
villages west of Bytown. For much of the 20th
century, Richmond Road was the main highway
into Ottawa from the west, and as a
consequence was the site of many service stations, motels and other highway-related
businesses. At one time, there was a service centre on each of the four corners of
Richmond/ Wellington and Island Park. For many years, there was a traffic circle in this
location, which had been constructed by the Ottawa Improvement Commission when it
developed Island Park Drive as part of its series of scenic drives.
Representative Work
Does the property demonstrate or reflect the work or ideas of an architect, artist,
building, designer or theorist who is significant to a community?
YES
The architect or designer of this service station is unknown. The service station is an
example of a small scale, residential service station of the 1930s where small oil
companies like Benzolene Corporation often built five or six similar regional stations as
a means of local corporate identification.
Summary
The service station at 70 Richmond is a good example of 1930s gas station architecture
during the boom in the private ownership of automobiles, and one of the few that remain
in Ottawa. Its location along Richmond Road would have played an integral part in the
connecting Ottawa with the neighboring communities to the west.
Sources
CBC Archives, “Trudeau Toughens Up,”
http://www.cbc.ca/archives/categories/politics/prime-ministers/pierre-elliott-trudeauphilosopher-and-prime-minister/trudeau-toughens-up.html Accessed July 8, 2014.
Davidson, Michael. “A History of Westboro,” Last Updated September 12, 1998.
http://aix1.uottawa.ca/~weinberg/westboro.html
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Elliot, Bruce S. The City Beyond: A History of Nepean, Birthplace of Canada’s Capital
1792-1990 Ottawa: Tri-graphic Printing Ltd., 1991
Explore PA History. “Good Gulf Gasoline”
http://explorepahistory.com/hmarker.php?markerId=1-A-112 accessed July 8, 2015
Henderson, Wayne and Scott Benjamin, Gas Stations: Landmarks of the American
Roadside, Osceola: Motorbooks International,1994.
Might , Ottawa City Directories, 1936.
Ottawa Journal, “Ad for the Opening of Benzolene Service Station No. 7 at Island Park
Drive and Richmond Road,”Saturday, June 30, 1934.
Prepared by: MacKenzie Kimm
Month/Year: August 2014
Contextual Value

Community Character
Is the property important in defining, maintaining, or supporting the character of the
area?
YES
70 Richmond Road is located at the edge of Westboro, west of the downtown core. The
area is bounded by the Rideau River to the north, Island Park Drive to the east, Carling
Avenue to the south and Denbury Avenue to the west. Westboro has a mix of both
residential and commercial buildings, and some cottage communities along the river
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with Richmond Road functioning as the area’s main street. The service center property
is one of several stations that are located on the corner of Richmond Road and Island
Park Drive, including the Art-Deco inspired Esso Station on the south-east corner at 369
Island Park Drive
Context
Is the property physically, functionally, visually or historically linked to its surroundings?
YES
The service centre at 70 Richmond is one of four service stations once located at this
intersection. Richmond Road historically had a high concentration of service centres
and other car- related businesses along it because it was a major entry point into the
city from the west. As Richmond Road continues to function as a link between Westboro
and the downtown, the location and existence of the remaining service centres is in
keeping with its context.
Landmark
Is the property a landmark?

YES

The service center at 70 Richmond Road is an example of a pre-Second World War
service station, few of which remain in the city. Located at the busy intersection of
Island Park and Richmond Road, it is a well-known Ottawa structure.
Summary
The former service centre at 70 Richmond Road is an interesting example of 1930s gas
station architecture. It is historically and functionally linked to its location along
Richmond Road, the link between the urban core and the suburbs, critical in the
development of the communities west of the downtown.
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Document 5 – Statement of Cultural Heritage Value
Description of Property
Constructed in 1934, the former Champlain Oil Company Service Station, 70 Richmond
Road, is a small, irregularly shaped, stucco-clad building. It is located on the southwest
corner of Richmond Road and Island Park Drive at the edge of Westboro, in the City of
Ottawa.
Statement of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest
The Champlain Oil Company Service Station has cultural heritage value as one of
Ottawa’s few remaining pre-Second World War service stations built when car
ownership was becoming more popular. Its location on Richmond Road when it was the
main highway to the west also contributes to its historical and contextual value.
The building is an interesting example of a 1930s service station, many of which were
designed to evoke other building forms such as castles or houses. The former service
centre is domestic in scale, designed to resemble an English cottage. Features of the
building that illustrate this include the rounded-arch doorway and round-headed
windows, the rectangular windows, each with an overhanging shed roof with brackets,
the twin chimneys and the steeply pitched gable roof.
The Champlain Oil Company Service Station is historically valuable for its association
with the growth of private automobile ownership in Ottawa. In the early years of the car,
gasoline was usually purchased by the can from the local blacksmith or from pumps in
front of a general store. The first full service gas station was constructed in Pittsburgh,
PA in 1913. By the late 1920s, the rapid increase in private ownership of automobiles
prompted the construction of service stations devoted solely to selling gasoline and
servicing automobiles.
Contextual value is found in the building’s location on Richmond Road, which played an
integral role in the development of the small, rural villages west of Bytown, and later
Ottawa as the main highway into the city.
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Heritage Attributes
Key attributes that embody the cultural heritage value of 70 Richmond Road as an
example of a cottage-style, pre-Second World War service station include:


irregular plan, comprised of three parts; the house-form commercial section,
the adjoining office area and the two-bay service section;




rounded-arch doorway with wooden round arched door with round window;
rectangular windows with transoms and overhanging shed roofs with
brackets;
slender round arched windows on the east façade





twin chimneys;
variety of roof types, including a gable roof, curved roof and a truncated
hipped roof with standing seam metal roofing;





decorative eaves;
engaged columns in west section of the building; and
its location on Richmond Road.

